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Abstract. The increased effort in recent years towards methods for
computer aided design of reversible logic circuits has also lead to research
in algorithms for optimising the resulting circuits; both with higher-level
data structures and directly on the reversible circuits. To obtain struc-
tural patterns that can be replaced by a cheaper realisation, many direct
algorithms apply so-called moving rules; a simple form of rewrite rules
that can only swap gate order.

In this paper we first describe the few basic rules that are needed to
perform rewriting directly on reversible logic circuits made from general
Toffoli circuits. We also show how to use these rules to derive more
complex formulas. The major difference compared to existing approaches
is the use of negative controls (white dots), which significantly increases
the algebraic strength. We show how existing optimisation approaches
can be adapted as problems based on our rewrite rules.

Finally, we outline a path to generalising the rewrite rules by showing
their forms for reversible control-gates. This can be used to expand our
method to other gates such as the controlled-swap gate or quantum gates.

Keywords: Reversible logic, term rewriting, circuit optimisation, cir-
cuit equivalence.

1 Introduction

When Landauer presented his seminal paper [9] he exemplified some of his ideas
with a simple reversible logic gate; a gate that is equivalent to the controlled-
controlled-not gate or Toffoli gate. Fredkin and Toffoli [7,17] later formalized the
computational model for reversible logic and reversible logic circuits have since
been associated with low-power computing circuits.

An important aspect of reversible logic design is to be able to find an imple-
mentation of a desired functionality. This problem has been researched at many
different levels: from hand-made (arithmetic) circuits (e.g. [3,5,16,19]), over dif-
ferent variants of synthesis algorithms (e.g. [11–13]), to specification languages
that can ease the implementation phase (e.g. [14, 15, 20]). But another, just as
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important, aspect is to have a good or (even better) optimal implementation of
the reversible circuit. Of course, some synthesis methods seek optimality, but
for larger functions this is hard to achieve. This has lead to the development of
algorithms for optimising reversible circuits, where some of these work directly
on reversible logic circuits: these include moving rules [10] (there referred to as
passing rule), for locally swapping gates without changing their functionality,
and template matching [11], that over several gates can recognise sub-circuits
which are functionally equivalent to smaller circuits.

In this work the goal is not to design a new and better optimisation algorithm.
Instead, we desire a better understanding of the reversible circuit constructions.
We do this by exploring which basic rules are necessary to perform transforma-
tions directly on reversible logic circuits. At first, we limit ourselves to general
(mixed-polarity multiple-controlled) Toffoli gates. In this small, but widely used,
subset of reversible gates, it is still possible to show many of the interesting fea-
tures that this approach gives. In particular the use of negative controls (white
dots) significantly increase the algebraic strength; this is shown by the power
of the very simple rules. Furthermore, we also show how to use these rules to
derive more complex formulas that can then be used to derive more rules.

A particular use of these rules (or algebraic laws) is in the implementation
of a term rewriting system, cf. [4]. One use of rewriting is for optimisation,
which gives a connection to template matching and moving rules. We will show
this connection by deriving some template transformations and simple moving
rules. Another use of rewriting is to do equivalence checking. Here an example
will show how a circuit cascaded with the inverse of another can be rewritten
into the identity circuit. We will only shortly discuss (but not present) a term
rewriting system based on our rules. Implementing term rewriting systems is
not a simple task and, among other, avoiding divergence poses a problem. The
rewriting strategy based on the general decomposition of reversible circuits into
V-shaped target lines [18].

Finally, it is possible to generalise the basic rules to cover other reversible
logic gates than the general Toffoli gates, e.g. a controlled-swap (Fredkin) gate
or quantum gates. We will exemplify this by defining a general control-gate and
show some of the rules for these.

Some, but not all of our rules, have been used in previously presented papers,
often without explicitly considering them rules. The most related work is [2], in
which rules are used in order to optimise reversible circuits. However, they have
either used very simple rules or rules that require the simulation of the function-
ality which is afterwards optimised based on Karnaugh maps and the approach
is therefore not efficient for large functions. In contrast, the rules presented in
this paper can all be applied structurally, hence, the size of the circuit does not
matter. Also in [8] a rule-based approach is presented, but their rules only apply
for a small subset of the reversible circuits (they call them quantum Boolean cir-
cuits), where only one single line is semantically updated: reversible many-to-one
functions. In comparison our approach applies to all reversible circuits.
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2 Reversible Logic and Circuits

In this paper we use the formalism of Toffoli and Fredkin [7, 17] to describe
reversible logic circuits with diagram-notation based on Feynman [6]. In general,
a reversible gate is defined as a bijective function from n to n Boolean values.
There exist many such gates and in this work we restrict ourselves to mixed-
polarity multiple-controlled Toffoli gates.

Definition 1. Given a set of variables X = {x1, . . . , xn}, a mixed-polarity
multiple-controlled Toffoli gate (referred to as Toffoli gate in the following) is
defined as a tuple (C, xt) of control lines C and target line xt such that

C ⊂ {x, x̄ | x ∈ X} and {x, x̄} �⊂ C for all x ∈ X

and
{xt, x̄t} ∩ C = ∅ .

Control lines x and x̄ are referred to as positive and negative, respectively. From
the control lines the control function of the gate f : IBn−1 → IB is defined as

f : (x1, . . . , xt−1, xt+1, . . . , xn) �→
∧

c∈C

c .

The gate represents the Boolean function g : IBn → IBn with

g : (x1, . . . , xn) �→ (x1, . . . , xt−1, xt ⊕ f(x), xt+1, . . . , xn)

with x = x1, . . . , xt−1, xt+1, . . . , xn.

In other words, we restrict to reversible gates with a single updated target line,
xt, and multiple control lines that are inputs to a control function f . Here f
is defined as the conjunction of its inputs, where each input can be identity,
negated, or not used at all. The target line is updated with the result of the
exclusive-or product of xt and the result of f . Although f cannot be any Boolean
function, it is possible to define any Boolean function as an exclusive-sum of
products (ESOP) of control functions, which will result in a reversible circuit
with several cascaded gates that have the target line in common.

A reversible circuit is a cascade of reversible gates and the function defined
by the reversible circuit is defined as the composition of all functions defined by
the gates. It has been shown that every reversible function can be represented
by a reversible circuit consisting of Toffoli gates [17].

Notation. Our notation is based on the widely-used diagrams that were in-
troduced by Feynman [6]. The notation is illustrated in Fig. 1 by means of
an example for the reversible circuit ({x1, x̄2}, x3), ({x3}, x1), ({x̄1}, x2), (∅, x3).
The target line is marked with , positive and negative control lines with•and ,
respectively. To accommodate a more general use, we will denote Toffoli gates
as:

x / f / x

xt xt ⊕ f(x)
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x1 • x′
1

x2 x′
2

x3 • x′
3

Fig. 1. Reversible circuit

Lines marked with ‘/’ indicate that this line may consist of several bits. Note here
that the control function f is not (necessarily) a reversible function (following
from Def. 1), but the entire gate is still reversible as it is constructed as reversible
update [21].

3 Rewriting Toffoli Circuits

In this section we will show how to rewrite Toffoli circuits and define the basic
rewrite rules that are needed. We will show how to use these rules to derive some
well-known formulas, which can then be used to rewrite the Toffoli circuits in
fewer steps. When performing rewrites one has infinitely many possible ways to
apply the rules. It is, therefore, often helpful to have guiding strategies and we
will also outline some of them here.

3.1 Rewrite Rules

We now introduce the rewrite rules. Most rules are very simple, but this is also
the intention. They should contain exactly enough for us to later derive more
advanced rules and this is what we will do in Sect. 3.2.

First, however, note that gate composition is associative. By this we mean
that in a cascade of gates the order in which we look at the gates does not
matter; e.g. in Fig. 1 we are free to either look at the two first gates and perform
some rewriting on these, or start with the middle or last two gates. Just as we
assume the existence of identity gates between all other gates.

Gate Modifying Rules. The first rule is for introducing and eliminating Not-
gates and states that we can always rewrite the empty line (the identity function)
to two Not-gates. This is true because the Not-gate is self-inverse.

= (R1)

Although simple, the rule is very useful as we will see in a moment.
But before this, we will introduce the first rules with negative controls. The

rule (there are two rules to be exact) simply states that we can “move” a Not-gate
over a control if we negate this control.

•
= and

•
=

(R2)
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Notice that only one of the rules is elementary and the other one can be derived
from it:

•
(R1)
=

•
(R2)
=

(R1)
=

With these simple rule we, for the first time, see the power of having negative
controls. Without negative controls a similar rule would not exist, which will
result in a less powerful rewriting system.

Control Aware Rules. We can always extend a gate by copying it and adding
once a positive and once a negative control line to it. Conversely, if two adjacent
gates are equal except for one control line in which the polarity differs, the gates
can be merged and the control on that line can be removed.

• •
= =

(R3)

Furthermore, two arbitrary adjacent gates, which can also have different tar-
get lines, can be interchanged whenever they have a common control line with
different polarities. Then, at most one of the gates can be applied.

• •
• = •

(R4)

Notice, that the diagram notation only depicts one special case of the rule. To
capture this rule in the diagrams we would need a more general notation, which
will only be introduces in the generalisation (cf. Sect. 5).

Grouping Rules. Whenever two gates share the same control line with the
same polarity, these two gates can be grouped together where the group is con-
trolled by that control line, e.g.

• • •
• = •

(R5)

Also this rule is more general than to what is depicted in the diagram notation.
The next rule is for introducing and eliminating groups of wires. A group of

wires is either zero or more gates that are controlled by the same wire; it is
analogous to parenthesis in Boolean logic and can be used to work on smaller
parts of the circuits. These two rules state that either a positive or negative
control on a group that only contains the identity gate is equal to the identity.

•
= and =

(R6)
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Similar to Rule R2, one rule can be derived from the other one:

(R1)
=

(R2)
=

•
(R6)
=

(R1)
=

These two rules can be generalised to arbitrary control functions, i.e.

/ f / /

=

The proof is by structural induction, but we will not show it here.

Deriving More General Rules. Based on the rules described above, we are
now introducing more general rules that apply to arbitrary Toffoli gates. Based
on Rules R1, R5, and R6 we can derive what is famously known as deletion rule,
i.e. two adjacent equal Toffoli gates can be removed:

/ f f / /

=

(D1)

As f is defined as conjunction of is inputs (Def. 1), the proof is by structural
induction with Rule R1 being the base case and Rule R5 applied in the inductive
step. The proof illustrated by the following example:

• •
(R5)
=

•
(R5)
=

•
(R1)
=

•
(R6)
=

•
(R6)
=

With Not-gates the control line of an arbitrary Toffoli line can be negated:

/ f1 /

• =

/ f2 /

/ f1 /

/ f2 /

/ f1 /

• =

/ f2 /

/ f1 /

/ f2 /

(D2)

This can also be proved using structural induction and the proof is sketched by
means of the following example.

•
• (R3)

=

• •
• (R4)

=

• •
• (R5)

=

•
• (R2)

=

•
(R5)
=

• •
(R3)
=

•
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Similarly we can also generalize Rule R3 for arbitrary Toffoli gates:

/ f / =

•
/ f f / =

•
/ f f /

(D3)

3.2 Derived Formulas

We now have seen how to use the basic rules to derive more general forms of
these rules. Now, we will use the rules to derive new formulas; some of which are
well-known from Boolean logic. We will use these formulas later in the paper,
but at the same time it also gives more examples of using the rewrite rules. In an
EXOR expression, the polarity of the operands can be swapped, i.e. x̄⊕y = x⊕ȳ.
This formula can also be expressed using the above introduced rewrite rules.

•
(R3)
=

• •
(D1)
=

(D4)

Also the following rewrite rule turns out to be quite helpful.

•
• (D3)

=

• •
• • (D3)

=

• • •
• • • (D1)

=

•
•

(D5)

As can be seen, new rules can be composed solely from other derived rules which
shows the strength of the underlying formalism.

Moving Rules. Also the classical moving rule can be derived from other rewrite
rules:

• •
(D3)
=

• • •
(D2)
=

•

• • •
(D2)
=

• •

• • •
(D3)
=

•

• • (D6)

The general moving rule can be applied to any two adjacent gates (Ci, ti)
and (Ci+1, ti+1) if and only if {ti, t̄i} ∩ Ci+1 = ∅ and {ti+1, t̄i+1} ∩ Ci = ∅,
i.e. controls cannot be on wires where the other gate has a target.

But the rewrite rules are more powerful than the moving rule and allow us to

interchange gates such as
•• for which moving rules are not sufficient:

•
• (D3)

=

• •
• • (D2)

=

• •
• (R4)

=

• •
• (D5)

=

• •
•
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We can generalize this rule to

x1 / f1 / x1

x2 / f2 / x2 =

t2 • t′2
t1 t′1

x1 / f1 f1 / x1

x2 / f2 f2 / x2

t2 • t′2
t1 t′1

(D7)

This can also be proven using Boolean logic. On the left-hand side we have t′1 =
t1 ⊕ (t2 ∧ f2(x2)) and t′2 = t2 ⊕ f1(x1). Clearly, on the right-hand side we also
have t′2 = t2 ⊕ f1(x1). For t

′
1 we have

t′1 = t1 ⊕ ((t2 ⊕ f1(x1)) ∧ f2(x2))⊕ (f1(x1) ∧ f2(x2))

= t1 ⊕ (t2 ∧ f2(x2))⊕ (f1(x1) ∧ f2(x2))⊕ (f1(x1) ∧ f2(x2))

= t1 ⊕ (t2 ∧ f2(x2))

Limitations. The proposed rewrite rules cover almost all combinations in which
two adjacent gates can occur. However, there is one combination that cannot be
rewritten on its own. Interchanged gates with one control line such as

•
•

do not match any of the rules introduced above. However, they can often be
rewritten if they occur as a sub-circuit in a larger circuit, which is e.g. shown
later in Sect. 4 when rewriting the template with the id 5.1.

3.3 Rewriting Strategies

In order to implement an algorithm that makes use of the rewrite rules, a good
rewriting strategy is inevitable as otherwise convergence is not necessarily guar-
anteed. As one rewriting strategy we suggest to bring the circuit into a V-shape.
Gates in V-shaped circuits are arranged in a way that the target line for each
gate moves down from the top to the bottom and afterwards moves up again.
Adjacent gates can have their target on the same line. That each reversible func-
tion can be represented as V-shaped circuit has e.g. been shown in [12]. In their
paper, Algorithm B describes a synthesis algorithm that can be applied to all
reversible functions and naturally results in V-shaped circuits.

4 Examples

Given our new rewrite rules, it is possible to rewrite templates to the empty circuit.
As an example we consider the following template which has been proposed in [11].

• • • •
• • • •

• •
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The arrows indicate all rewrite possibilities if only the classical moving rule can
be applied, as it has been done in previous work. With the classical moving rule,
the middle gates can be interchanged but also the first gate can be swapped with
the last gate since the circuit represents the identity. However, it can easily be
seen that the moving rules are not sufficient in order to remove gates from the
circuit. In particular it is not possible to move the fifth gate next to the second,
which is indeed possible using the proposed rewrite rules. For this purpose, we
first apply Rule D3 to the fourth gate resulting in

• • • • •
• • • • •

•
(D1) (R4)

•

Note that the third and the fourth gate can be removed since they represent the
identity and the fifth and sixth gate can be swapped since they have disjoint
controls. Applying both rules allows to place the Toffoli gates with target on the
second line next to each other:

• • •
• • • (D1)

=
• •

•
• • • (D3)

=

• •
• • • • (D1)

=

Following the previous example, we can apply rewrite rules in order to per-
form structural equivalence checking. Taking two circuits representing the func-
tions G1 and G2, we can construct a new circuit that represents G = G1◦G−1

2 by
appending the reverse of G2 to G1. If both circuits represent the same function,
then G must represent the identity function and therefore it must be possible to
rewrite G to the empty circuit.

We will illustrate this approach by means of an example in which we consider
the circuits:

• • •
G1 = • • G2 = • •

• • • • • •
In order to rewrite G2 ◦G−1

1 to the empty circuit the following rewrite rules can
be applied:

• • •
G2 ◦G−1

1
= • • • • =

• • •
(D6)

• •
(D6)

•

• • •
• • • • =
• • •

(D1)

•
(D7)

• •

• • • •
• • • • =
• •

(D1) (D6)+(D5)

• •

• •
• • • • =
• •

(D5)

• •

• •
• • • •
• • • •
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•
2.1 (R2)

=
(D4)
=

• • •
2.2 (R2)

=
• (R3)

=

• •
3.1 • (R2)

=

• •
(R3)
=

• • •
• (D1)

=

•
•

• •
3.2 • (D7)

=

• • •
• (D1)

=

•
•

• • •
3.3 • (D2)

=

• • •
(R3)
=

• • • •
• (D1)

=

• •
•

•
4.1 • • (D7)

=

• •
• • (D1)

=

• •

• • •
4.2 • • (D2)

=

• • •
• (D3)

=

• • • •
4.3 • • (D2)

=

•
• • (D3)

= •

•
4.4 • (D2)

=

•
(D1)
=

• • •
(D3)
=

• • • •
• (D1)

=

• •
•

• • •
4.5 • (D2)

=

• • •
(D1)
=

• • •
(D3)
=

• • • •
• (D1)

=

• •
•

• •
4.6 • (D7)

=

• • •
• (D1)

=

•
•

• • •
5.1 • • (D1)

=•
• • •
• • • • (R4)

=•
• • •
• • • • (D3)

=•
•

• •
•

Fig. 2. Rewriting templates

Notice, that as a strategy we are bringing the combined circuit to the V-shape
and finally apply the deletion rule starting from the inner gates towards the
outer gates.

Figure 2 shows examples in which all Toffoli templates from [11] have been
considered. The templates have been listed with a left-hand side and right-hand
side circuit instead of giving the identity circuit explicitly. We applied our rewrite
rules in order to write the left-hand side to the right-hand side. The identifiers
have been taken from the original paper.

5 General Rewriting of Reversible Gates

All previous rules and derivations have, in essence, been specialised to a subset
of the reversible logic gates, namely the general Toffoli gates. However, depend-
ing on the implementation technology (CMOS, quantum technology, etc.) other
reversible gates are also of interest. In this section we will, therefore, show the
first steps towards a general set of rules.

First, we need gate introduction / elimination rules similar to Rule R1:

= f f−1

where f can be any reversible logic function defined over any number of lines1.
That this rule is true is obvious and if f is a self-inverse function (such as the

1 As all lines can represent more than one bit-wire, we have, for aesthetic reasons,
omitted the slash (/) on the lines.
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Not-gate), then f = f−1. Notice also the similarity with the box-notation for
grouping rules. If we remove the control, then the circuit in the box can be any
reversible circuit.

This brings us to the second introduction / elimination rule, which is the
general version of Rule R3:

f f
=

g g g

where f can be any n-input Boolean function and g any reversible function. This
exemplifies the controlled-gate structure that is used as the basis in all rules; we
will call, for the first gate, f the control function of g. The semantics of the gates
is simply that g is evaluated (updates its input wires) if and only if f evaluates
to True.

An important part of the rules was the use of negative controls. Therefore, as
a final example we show here the general version of Rule R2:

f h h f ◦ h−1

=
g g

where the number of inputs to the control function f must equal the number of
bit-wires that the reversible function h maps over.

This section has only shown a bit of the rules that is needed to describe the
general system. Future work will provide the formalisation to general rules and
show how other known reversible gates (e.g. the controlled-swap / Fredkin gate)
relate to this.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a rewrite system for reversible logic. We have
illustrated our approach by means of Toffoli circuits but also illustrated how
it can be generalised to be applied to all kind of reversible circuits. We have
categorised the rules into basic ones and rules that can be derived from them.
It turns out that the set of basic rules remains compact.

Since the rewrite rules can be applied to almost all possible gate combinations,
an expensive matching step as it is required in similar methods such as template
matching can be omitted. Instead, the rewrite rules require appropriate rewrite
strategies in order to be applied efficiently, which we want to consider in future
work, e.g. with rewrite strategies based on Boolean satisfiability (cf. with the
template matching approach presented in [1]). Also to show completeness, in the
sense that these rules can rewrite a circuit to all its equivalent circuits, is left
for future work. Though not constructive, such a proof will also show that it is
possible to rewrite a circuit into its minimal representation according to some
metric.
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Furthermore, we want to generalise the rewrite rules to arbitrary reversible
circuits. Also the consideration of multiple-valued logic circuits, e.g. quantum
circuits based on the NCV library, is an interesting target for future work.

Acknowledgement. The authors thank the Danish Council for Strategic Re-
search for partially supporting this work through the MicroPower research
project (http://topps.diku.dk/micropower).
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